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Old Alsatian Kelsch In Blue Linen And Ecru XIXth Century

220 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Bon état

Length : 184 cm

Width : 134 cm
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ue-linen-and-ecru-xixth-century.html

Dealer

Les trésors d'Isabelle
Glass, table and earthenware Art nouveau Art Déco Painting 

Tel : 06 12 90 16 03

Mobile : isabelle.jablon@orange.fr

Paris 75016

Description

Quilt cover in Alsatian kelsch, late nineteenth,

sewn by hand. The top of the cover is in blue and

ecru kelsch and the unbleached plain linen

underside. Two cotton ribbons are sewn on each

side of the opening of the cover and serve to close

it. The initials of the one to whom he belonged

are embroidered in red (a little pale with time) in

the center of the opening. Indeed, the kelsch

bedding was traditionally part of the bride's

trousseau who embroidered her initials with the

red thread. The connection of the seam in the

middle of the cover is quite successful, with little

gap between the two parts. The blue color comes

from indigo. The cover can of course be used in

the state as bed linen but also, by disassembling,

for the decoration of your home especially for the

realization of cushions. Good condition but the



cover, which dates from the late nineteenth

century, has served and therefore has slight traces

of use, including a sewing part at the big point

seems to have been redone about 30 cm (see

photos). No hole or blemish, weaving is regular

and the blue tile is all beauty. Many other objects

to discover in my booth antique fairs in which I

participate. Follow my gallery to be informed of

news and to know the dates of the next Salons ...

Any questions? Do not hesitate to call me or send

me a message. I will answer you with great

pleasure.


